ADVANCING CAREERS
Fundamental ideas are the heart of a UChicago education. Ideas that have shaped society and culture are the centers for stimulating discussion in UChicago's Core, a liberal arts curriculum applicable to any major and any career. In small classes, you analyze a wide variety of sources, ask productive questions, collaborate with peers, clearly understand your options, and find opportunities to launch a successful career in whatever field you choose.

UChicago Careers In...

Pre-Professional Programs

Public & Social Service

UCIHP: offers many programs that prepare you for a career in law, medicine, social work, or public service. You can also work through this program to prepare for the LSAT and applying to law school.

Health Professions

UCISTEM: This program prepares students not only for medical but offers valuable experience in non-medical jobs and internships send first- through fourth-year students to research opportunities to every interested student. Research: Students network with alumni practicing in a wide range of careers.

Education Professions

UCIPSS Scholar: Selected as a UCIPSS Scholar, students have access to financial aid, support with the LSAT and GRE, and can receive personal advice from the UCIPSS staff.

Law

UCIL Adviser: Selected as an UCIL Adviser, students network with alumni practicing in law. Alumnus at Exelon.

Business

UCIB: UCIB helps students explore the full range of opportunities to find their place of work.

Entrepreneurship

UCIE: UCIE is an entrepreneurial community. The Chicago Innovation Exchange, UCIE, offers important business planning and networking events at MSOE.

Journalism, Arts, & Media

Engaged with UCIB Advancement Staff as a Met with Career Advancement Staff as a Journalism Adviser.

Science, Technology, Engineering, & Math

UCISTEM adviser: Selected as an UCISTEM adviser, students can receive seed funding, participate in medical and scientific research, and can receive personal advice from UCISTEM staff.

UChicago Careers In...

Career Paths: On average, a UChicago student has hundreds of potential employers from a wide variety of industries. 

MatchWell Internships: Paid, substantive summer and academic year internships.

Taking the Next Step: Networking and professional development activities offer students fellowship and job search advice and connect them to alumni mentors.

UCI: "UCI: Careers in..." programs offering special tracking on a variety of topics.

Student Employment: Opportunities for students on campus, in Chicago, and around the world.

UCIS: UCIS allows students to work on projects that advance their goals.

UCIS: UCIS offers many programs that prepare you for a career in law, medicine, social work, or public service. You can also work through this program to prepare for the LSAT and applying to law school.

Health Professions: UCISTEM: This program prepares students not only for medical but offers valuable experience in non-medical jobs and internships.

Law: UCIL Adviser: Selected as an UCIL Adviser, students network with alumni practicing in law. Alumnus at Exelon.

Business: UCIB: UCIB helps students explore the full range of opportunities to find their place of work.

Entrepreneurship: UCIE: UCIE is an entrepreneurial community. The Chicago Innovation Exchange, UCIE, offers important business planning and networking events at MSOE.

Journalism, Arts, & Media: Engaged with UCIB Advancement Staff as a Met with Career Advancement Staff as a Journalism Adviser.

Science, Technology, Engineering, & Math: UCISTEM adviser: Selected as an UCISTEM adviser, students can receive seed funding, participate in medical and scientific research, and can receive personal advice from UCISTEM staff.

The rigor and insight inherent in a UChicago education give students remarkable resources for their professional success...they take the ability to lead, to communicate, and to be understood in every profession around the world. "
— John Boyne, Chief of Staff
Your ideas should have an impact on the world.

At UChicago, we work to make that happen. You will interact with some of the sharpest minds around, get hands-on experience from the moment you set foot on campus, and, with over 100,000 alumni and friends of the University worldwide, you will gain substantive experience in your field of interest.

**Metcalf Internships**
Over 1,300 substantive, paid internships—exclusive to UChicago students—are hosted each year through the flagship Jeff Metcalf Internship Program. This program matches undergraduates with top employers in more than 85 cities around the world and offers substantial financial support. Career Advancement manages the hiring process to ensure the experience is both productive and rewarding. From mayors' offices to movie studios, federal agencies to major law firms, investment banks to museums, a Metcalf internship is your opportunity to couple your UChicago education with hands-on experience.

**Externships**
UChicago matches you with hosts in a variety of fields for one-to-five day externship experiences—a fantastic way to build your professional network, gain first-hand experience, and explore potential career paths.

**Treks**
Treks give you a practical understanding of daily life in your field of interest by taking groups of students around the world to meet with potential employers. Each trek highlights professional opportunities in a particular career field and city— from venture capital in Silicon Valley to publishing in London, treks help you feel confident in networking situations, identify concrete ways to secure a career in your field of interest, and determine whether a particular career field matches your interests, skills, and values.

**Networking**
UChicago produces incredible alumni—innovators, leaders, acclaimed creative professionals, ground-breaking researchers, and students. Meet them at large-scale events around Chicago that unite employers, alumni, advisers, and students. Undergraduates attend these events over four years, allowing them to develop skills and providing direction to their professional lives.

**Grants**
UChicago students have a history of thinking outside the box. Students interested in experiences beyond the traditional workplace can receive grants that support undergraduate research projects and internship opportunities that would otherwise be unpaid. Certain grants fund discipline-specific research or experiential learning related to your major, while others enable students to work in the U.S. and abroad over the summer.

---

**New York Youth Symphony**
**Morningstar**
**Google**
**University of Chicago Center in Beijing**
**IMC**
**Chanel**
**Los Angeles Capital Management**
**Citigroup**
**Argonne National Laboratory**
**Metcalf Internships**
**University of Chicago**
**Chicago Symphony Orchestra**
**UBS**
**Pepsi**
**Credit Suisse**
**Philadelphia Inquirer**
**Human Rights Watch**
**The Cambridge Group**
**Oprah.com**
**New York Stock Exchange**
**Wall Street Journal**
**Art Institute of Chicago**
**University of Maryland Medical System**

---

The new Eckhardt Center is home to the Institute for Molecular Engineering.